
She is clothed with strength and dignity; she can laugh at the days to come
Proverbs 31:25

Inspiring women to develop an outward style to reveal their inner beauty!

Happy Easter, Beautiful Friend!

Easter is my favorite day of the year! Oh how those ladies must have felt when

they went to the tomb that first Easter morning! He is risen indeed and I am

forever grateful! I wish each of you a very Blessed Easter Sunday!  I recently

wrote an article for the latest issue of Christian Vogue Magazine (I am their

Fashion Contributor) and I thought I would share part of it with you this week.

One of the most iconic accessories of Easter fashion is the Easter hat. Wearing

an Easter hat to church is a longstanding tradition that has been passed down

through generations.

There are many types of Easter hats, from simple, understated designs to

elaborate creations that are adorned with flowers, ribbons, and other decorative

elements. Some of the most popular styles include wide-brimmed hats,

fedoras, pillbox hats, and fascinators, which are small, decorative headpieces

that are attached to a hair clip or headband.

Easter hats are also a way for women to express their personal style and

showcase their creativity. It's important to choose a hat that is appropriate for

the occasion. While bright colors and bold patterns are certainly in keeping with

the spirit of Easter, it's important to avoid hats that are too distracting or

attention-grabbing. A well-chosen hat should complement your outfit and

enhance your overall look, without overshadowing it.

How to Choose?

When choosing an Easter hat, women typically consider their face shape, as well

as their personal style. For example, women with round faces may choose a hat

with a more angular shape, such as a fedora, to create a more balanced look.

On the other hand, women with longer faces may opt for a hat with a wider

brim or more volume to add some balance and fullness to their face.

Additionally, the color of the hat should complement the wearer's skin tone, eye

color, and hair color. Ultimately, the most important factor is that the woman

feels confident and comfortable in her chosen Easter hat.

As for when hats for Easter became a thing, the tradition can be traced all the

way back to the early days of Christianity. In medieval times, wearing a new hat

on Easter Sunday was seen as a way to symbolize the renewal of the soul. Over

time, the tradition evolved to include a wider variety of hats and styles, but the

core idea of celebrating new beginnings and fresh starts remains at the heart of

the Easter hat tradition to this day.

Be creative and confident and choose an Easter hat that compliments your

fashion style! Will you be wearing a hat this Sunday?

 

From a heart filled with grace and veins

filled with glitter,

Donna

P.S. Is your church or ladies organization planning an

event?  I would love to be your Guest

Speaker! Email or call 865.599.6682

 

What I offer...

Christian Women’s Events

Corporate & Professional Events

Wardrobe Solutions Workshops

Girlfriend Getaways / Style Parties

Clothing Analysis & Closet Organizing

Personal Styling & Shopping

www.donnaroland.com  |  865.599.6682  |  donna@donnaroland.com
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